Cross Standard Form for generalized inverse problem:

application to lateral flight control of a highly flexible aircraft by Alazard, Daniel
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˙ˆx = Axˆ+Bu+AKf (y − Cxˆ−Du)
˙xQ = AQxQ +BQ(y − Cxˆ−Du)
u = −Kcxˆ+ CQxQ + · · ·
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Kc = −CKT −DKC
DQ = DK +KcKf .
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s2 + 27s+ 26
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Kc = [3 3]; Kf = [4 5]
T ; Q = −1 .















attitude angle: ψ   
attitude rate: dψ/dt
compensator: x1       
compensator: x2       















attitude angle: ψ    
attitude rate: dψ/dt 
estimated attitude angle
estimated attitude rate 
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ε = x − xˆ
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Dutch roll mode 
flexible mode 1 
flexible mode 2 
flexible mode 10 
flexible mode 13 
flexible modes 14 ... 18 


























































































Slow rise time 
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Control dynamics   
Estimation dynamics
Youla dynamics     
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